The aromaticity of all possible substituted fullerene isomers of C 18 N 2 , C 18 B 2 , C 18 BN, and their molecular ions which originate from the C 20 (I h ) cage were studied by the topological resonance energy (TRE) and the percentage topological resonance energy methods. The relationship between the aromaticity of C 18 BxNy isomers and the sites where the heteroatoms dope at the C 20 (I h ) cage is discussed. Calculation results show that at the neutral and cationic states all the isomers are predicted to be antiaromatic with negative TREs, but their polyvalent anions are predicted to be aromatic with positive TREs. The most stable isomer is formed by heteroatom doping at the 1,11-sites in C 18 N 2 , C 18 B 2 , and C 18 BN. Heterofullerenes are more aromatic than C 20 . The stability order in the neutral states is C 18 N 2 >C 18 BN>C 18 B 2 >C 20 . The stability order in closed-shell is C 18 B 2 8− >C 20 6− >C 18 BN 6− >C 18 N 2 4− . This predicts theoretically that their polyvalent anions have high aromaticity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the first fullerene (C 60 ) in 1985 [1] , the carbon cages known as fullerene have been the focus of much attention. There is continuous interest in the synthesis and characterization of heteroatoms, which have one or more carbon atoms replaced by other elements such as boron or nitrogen. They are expected to be used as semiconductors and building materials for nanometer electronics due to their potential novel properties [2, 3] . In 1991 Smalley's group produced the first heterofullerene C 60−n B n (n=1-6) [4] . Later an avalanche of experimental and theoretical studies on boron-or nitrogen-doped carbon clusters were reported [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The researches of C 20 have attracted much attention in recent years. C 20 is the smallest possible fullerene. It violates the isolated pentagon rule (IPR) [10] and has only been observed in mass spectrum by Prinzbach et al. [11] . In 1991, Parasuk et al. predicted that a monocyclic, poly-acetylene structure is the most stable form of C 20 clusters by SCF methods [12] . Türker using AM1 method studied the C 20 cage and its cationic and anionic forms [13] . Hückel model calculations have been performed for the C 20 cage [14, 15] . Fourteen structures of C 20 have been studied at the DFT/B3LYP/6-31G * level [16] . Evangelisti investigated the hypothetical system C 12 B 8 with T h symmetry by SCF methods [17] . Yang et al. studied the geometry, electronic structure and vibrational spectrum of B 8 N 12 and C 12 B 8 [18, 19] . Zhang et al. studied the structure and stability * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: ablikim.kerim@163.com of C 18 B 2 [20] . Chen et al. generalized the researches of C 20 [21] .
Aromaticity is one of the most important and interesting concepts in modern organic chemistry. It has been defined in structural, magnetic and energetic terms. In 1996, Nucleus-independent chemical shift (NICS) was proposed by Schleyer and co-workers [22] as a magnetic index of aromaticity. It is defined as the negative value of the absolute shielding computed at the ring center or at some other interesting point of the system. Rings with negative and positive NICS values are considered aromatic and antiaromatic, respectively. The more negative the NICS values, the more aromatic the molecules are. However, NICS proved not to be a reliable measure of aromaticity when it is applied to polycyclic-system [23] [24] [25] . Many investigations revealed that Aihara's topological resonance energy (TRE) and percentage topological resonance energy (%TRE) are an excellent energetic criterion of aromaticity. They can be used to define the aromaticity of neutral and molecule ions, especially in fullerenes. In previous papers we reported the aromaticity of open structure isomers of C 36 X (X=O, NH, S), hydrogenated isomers of C 36 H 2 and the homoaromaticity of C 36 CH 2 formed from fullerene C 36 , the initial symmetry of which is D 6h and D 2d , by means of TRE and %TRE methods [26] [27] [28] . Herein we report the aromaticity of all possible C 18 B x N y isomers and their molecular ions formed on the initial C 20 cage with I h symmetry by TRE and %TRE methods. The relationship between aromaticity of the C 18 B x N y isomers and the sites where the heteroatoms dope at the C 20 cage is discussed, and the aromaticity order of C 18 B x N y isomers and their molecular ions are established. Finally, the possibility of synthesis of multiply charged anions is also predicted.
II. CALCULATION METHODS
TRE is defined as the difference between the π-electron energy of a conjugated molecule and its reference structure [29, 30] . In order for the TRE to be obtained, the reference polynomial must first be constructed. The reference polynomial of C 20 is:
The tail coefficient of reference polynomial is equal to the number of Kekulé structures. Thus C 20 has 36 Kekulé structures. Positive and negative TREs are associated with aromaticity and antiaromaticity, respectively. When aromatic properties of different molecules are compared, the %TRE is very useful. The %TRE is defined as 100 times the TRE, divided by the total π-bonding energy of the polyene reference. We used the computer program published by Ramaraj and Balasubramanian to enumerate the coefficients in the reference polynomials of C 18 B x N y isomers [31] . In this work we adopted the following heteroatom parameters:
.98, which were evaluated by Van-Catledge [32] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Neutral molecules
The Schlegel diagram of C 20 (I h ) is shown in Fig.1 . C 20 contains just 12 pentagons and no hexagonal ring. All the carbon atoms are identical. Molecule orbital calculations indicate that there are two unpaired electrons in the nonbonding orbits, so C 20 is an openshell structure [14, 15] . Depending on the different distance between two heteroatoms will produce new isomers, since there are five distinct ways of substitution when two carbon atoms are replaced by nitrogen or boron atom. So, C 18 B x N y has 15 isomers. The TREs and %TREs of all C 18 N 2 , C 18 B 2 , and C 18 BN isomers in neutral and charged states are listed in Ta- Table II, and Table III , respectively. The values of C 20 were also added in Table III [33] . Among all the isomers when two heteroatoms are separated by three carbon atoms (4, 9, and 14), their TREs are the largest. Namely, 1,11-substitution is the most favourable position for them. When four carbon atoms separate two heteroatoms (1,19-substitution), such as for the 5, 10, and 15 isomers, they are the least favourable with the largest negative TREs.
Why are the C 18 B x N y isomers more aromatic than C 20 ? Herndon and Randić have shown that for polycyclic aromaticity molecules, relatively small evenmembered π-electron rings are the main source of aromaticity [34] [35] [36] . For fullerenes, hexagons, and pentagons must be primarily responsible for aromaticity and antiaromaticity, respectively [26] . A nitrogen atom could supply two π-electrons for conjugation. If a nitrogen atom was shared by three pentagons, each of these three pentagons has six π-electrons. This satisfies Hückel's 4n+2 rule of aromaticity and warrants the aromaticity of the ring. As a result, C 18 N 2 isomers are more aromatic than C 20 . Namely, nitrogen could stabilize pentagon pairs [37, 38] . Boron atom can not supply electrons for conjugation. If three pentagons share a boron atom, each of these three pentagons has four π-electrons. This cannot satisfy Hückel's 4n+2 ring of aromaticity and cannot warrant the aromaticity of the ring. After the boron atom substitution, some pentagons turned to be more antiaromatic and contribute much to the destabilization of the molecule, C 18 B 2 should be more antiaromatic than C 20 . But the order of aromaticity is opposite. The C 18 B 2 isomers are closed-shell structures [14, 15] . The aromaticity of the isomers is commonly determined by conjugate effect and closed-shell structure. The aromaticity of C 18 B 2 is driven mainly by the closed-shell structure effect in the molecule, rather than by the conjugation effect. Therefore the TREs of C 18 B 2 isomers are slightly larger than C 20 . C 18 BN isomers are isoelectronic with C 20 . The aromaticity of C 18 BN isomers were jointly determined by the nitrogen atom and boron atom. C 18 BN isomers are also more aromatic than C 20 .
B. Molecular ions
We next examine the aromaticity for molecular ions of C 18 B x N y . All the molecular cations are predicted to be much more antiaromatic with much smaller neg- ative %TREs than the anions derived from the same molecule. Molecular cations of any fullerene have not been isolated yet, but molecular anions C 18 B x N y are markedly aromatized when it acquired two or more electrons to form molecular ions. When the bonding orbits or nonbonding orbits were fully filled by electrons, the molecule is closed-shell structure and has the highest aromaticity and stability [29, 30] . Molecule orbital calculations indicate that, C 20 is an open-shell structure [14, 15] . If C 20 loses two electrons or obtains six π-electrons, it becomes a closed-shell structure. Fullerenes are electron-deficient compounds. The results reveal isomers are concerned, 1,9-and 1,11-substitution are energetically more favourable. As shown above, all of their %TREs are larger than the %TREs of C 60 (1.795) and C 60 6− (2.003) [30, 39] . K 6 @C 60 has been prepared [40] . Therefore, we can predict that C 20 6− , C 18 BN 6− , C 18 B 2 8− , and C 18 N 2 4− have high aromaticity and they are even more aromatic than C 60 .
As has been seen above, the electrons play an important role in the aromaticity of C 20 and C 18 B x N y isomers. Compounds of 16-20 consist of pentagonal rings only, as shown in Fig.2 . They are segment compounds of C 20 . The TREs and %TREs of these compounds are listed in Table IV . The neutral and cationic species of compounds are predicted to be antiaromatic with negative TREs. Actually, not all of them have been isolated. But their anions are predicted to be aromatic with positive TREs. Compound 16 is highly reactive and has only been observed as a fugitive species at −196
• C [41] . In contrast, 16 2− was synthesized in 1964 by Katzetal et al. [42] , which is a closed-shell structure. 17 is antiaromatic and to date has been observed in mass spectrometry experiments [43] , but 17 2− is a stable nonplanar aromatic species which has been prepared by Meijere and co-workers [44] . Attempts to generate compounds of 18-20 have not been successful [45] [46] [47] . According to the %TREs, compound 19 is more stable than 20, which is in agreement with the B3LYP/6-31G * level calculation results [46] .
From the Table IV , we can see the following stability trend: 19>20>18. 18 2− and 18 4− are isoelectronic with pyracylene and pyrene, respectively. Pyracylene and pyrene have been isolated [48, 49] . Compounds of 19 4− and 20 4− are isoelectronic with naphthacene and chrysene, which have also been isolated [50] . Adding π-electrons to these molecules is likely to create aromaticity in the pentagonal rings, and tend to form aromatic molecular anions. If one or more π-electrons are removed from the pentagons, it would lead to more antiaromaticity of pentagons, and the π-electronic system would be destabilized to a great extent. Therefore, it is highly probable that pentagonal rings in C 20 are responsible for the aromaticity of the molecular anions. We might say that C 20 has the propensity to form highly charged molecular anions since the molecule has many local pentagons structure.
IV. CONCLUSION
Hexagons and pentagons are main sources of aromaticity and antiaromaticity in fullerene molecules, respectively. The aromaticity of C 20 If the isomers have 26 π-electrons, they achieve closedshell structures and get the highest aromaticity.
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